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Geometrical Treatment of the PPP-P Case 
in Coplanar Motion 
(Three infinitesimally and one finitely separated 
positions of a plane) 

Dr. tech.  Sci. E. A. Di jksman*  

Received 3 April 1969 

Abstract  
The geometrical construction of the center- and of the circle-point curve is 
investigated for the case in which three out of four separated positions of a rigid body 
are infinitesimally near to each other. 
It is proved that the first curve osculates the return-circle and the second the 
inflection circle of the three coinciding positions. 
If one of the curves degenerates into the line at infinity and an orthogonal 
hyperbola, the other curve degenerates into the inflection- or the return-circle 
and into the perpendicular bisector to the line segment P~ 2P34. 
Generally, if the opposite vertex quadrilateral I-I=3P321-[2,,P.~ has an inscribed 
circle, touching P32P4t at II2~, both curves have a double point, co-ordinated 
through the relation of Euler-Savary. 

Zusammenfassung--Geometrische Behandlung des PPP-P Falles in Ebener 
Bewegung (Drei unendlich und eine endlich getrennte hage einer Ebene) : 
Dr. tech. Wet. E. A. Dijksman. Die geometrische Konstruktion der Mittelpunkt- und 
der Kreispunktkurve ist untersucht fur den Fall in welchem drei von vier getrennten 
Lagen eines festen K6rpers unendlich nahe zueinander liegen. Es wird bewiesen, 
dass die erste Kurve den R0ckkehr-Kreis beri~hrt und die zweite Kurve den 
Wendekreis der drei zusammenfasslenden Lagen. Im Falle einer von diesen Kurven 
degeneriert in die unendlich ferne Gerade und in eine orthogonale Hyperbel, fbillt die 
entsprechende Kurve auseinander in den Wendekreis (oder in den R0ckkehr-Kreis) 
und in eine senkrecht-halbierende zum Abschnitt P 12P34. 
I m allgemeinen, falls das Gegenpolviereck F113P32I-124P41 einen eingeschriebenen 
Kreis besitzt, der P32P4~ in 1-I24 ber0hrt, haben beide Kurven einen Doppelpunkt, 
aneinander verknfipft durch die Euler-Savary'sche Bedingung. 

Pe31oMe-~FeOMeTpHqeCKO¢ pa3CMOTpeHHe P P P - P  cnyqaa  B I:LYlOCKOM ~.Btl;~eHHl4: (TpH 6e3KOHeqtlO- 
6/IH3KOFO H O~[HO XOHeqHo pa3~eabHoe n o n o x e s ~ e  naocxocTn):  ~ p .  E. A .  ,~HRKCMaH. 
FCOMeTpHqcGKO¢ HOCTpOeHHe KpHBoR UeHTpOB H KpHm3t~ xpyroBMx TOqf, K H3CJIe~oBaHO ~ cnyqaa,  B 
KOTOpOM TpH H3 tieTblpeX pa3#e41bHblX rlOJ]O~KeHHit TBCp~aro Tena HaxoAsTC~ ~e3KoHe~IHO 6JIH3KO ~pyr 
K npyry .  
~oza3smaCTCS qTO n e p a a s  KpHaa~l y.acaeTc~ zpy ra  Bo3epaTa, a BTopas zacaeTcg zpy ra  nepcrH6a ~na  
Tpex c o e n a ~ a m u m x  IIOYIOXeHH~. B cny~ae,  Korea O~Ha H3 ]IByX KpHBblX Bblpox<~aCTCH B 6¢~KOHeqHylO 
t3p~lMylO H n OpTOrOHaYibHylO rHnep6oy~y, eTopas  KpHBa~[ pacna~acTc~ e zpyr  nepcrH6a ( ~ m  B Ep>r 

no3spara )  H nepneHneKyn~p z OTpe3gy P~ 2P34. B o o 6 m e  n cay~ae ccne npoTHBononmcmsi~ 
qeTMpexyronnHHK I'I 13P32['[24P41 HMCWr BIIHCaHHyiO oKpyxHOCTb, KoTopytO KacacTc~ P32P4! B TOqKC 
T124 , o6e gpHBOit HMemT ~teoltuyto TOqk'y, onpeAcneHHym ypaeHeHHeM 31~aepa-CaaapH. 

* Senior Research Officer in Kinemat ics  o f  Mechan i sms ,  Techn.  Hogcschool  Eindhoven ,  The  Nether-  
lands.  
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1. In t roduct ion  

In 1888 it was Lud~vig Burmester [1] who presented a theory about four (and five) separated 
positions of a rigid body in coplanar motion. Soon he was followed by Rodenberg [2], 
Grtibler [3] and Miiller [4] who studied the kinematic properties of those positions where all 
of them are infinitesimally near to each other. In 1959 Volmer [5] investigated the case in 
which only the first two and the last two positions are infinitesimally near. 

Tesar [6] introduced the symbols P-P and PP representing two finitely and two infinit- 
esimally separated positions, respectively. In this way all possible combinations of four 
separated positions can be listed easily : P-P-P-P,  PP-P-P, PP-PP, PPP-P and PPPP. 

Of the combination PPP-P, not yet discussed hitherto, an analytical investigation has 
been made by Tesar and Eschenbach [7]. The intention of this paper, therefore, is to show 
the geometric properties of this combination, thus allowing the designer to use such a 
geometrical analysis on his kinematic problems. 

2. The Case  PPP-P 
The case under consideration actually deals with only two separated positions A~Bt 

and A4B4. In the first position of the rigid body, however, the centers of curvature :c and fl, 
corresponding to the respective points of path A and B are given. Since the two osculation 
circles (A, ~.) and (B, fl) are defined by three infinitesimally near position-points (A~, A 2, A3) 
and (B t, B2, B3), respectively, we may introduce three positions AtB 1, AzB z and A3B 3 
instead of one. 

The three infinitesimally near positions A t B l, A 2 B2 and A3B 3 define an instantaneous 
pole P, a pole-tangent p and an inflection circle Cw. The pole P=(P~z =P23 =P3t)  may be 
found by intersecting the straight lines A ~  and B~[I (see Fig. 1). 

..-. ,/ \ L 
' - "  ", z t c .  

• • " . t - - , l  t .  0 

A~ .AI,A3 / B~ ' I " " " " " ~  ' ' I " I I ' ' ~ ¢  0 

"" / / f o r u m  t i t l e  C ~  " "- .'". 

Figure 1. 

The pole-tangent p is to be found with the so-called construction of Bobillier. The 
inflection circle Cw finally, touches p at Pand goes through point Aw which is defined by the 

relation PA~ =AI~. A1Aw, which is a way to express the relation of Euler-Savary. 
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Now we can say that the three infinitesimally near separated positions are represented 
by the instantaneous pole P, the pole tangent p and the inflection circle C w. 

The fourth position, represented by the position A.~B.~, is also defined by the rotation- 
center Pt,t and the rotation angle q~1,. Since the first three positions are coinciding with each 
other, it is clear that Pt.~=Pz.~=P3.~ and q~t.~=q~2`*=~03~. 

In the theory of finitely separated positions, the halves of the rotation angles appear 
in the so-called pole-triangles. For instance the angle q~l`*/2 = ,~P2tPt,,P,,2 appears in 
the pole triangle AP2tPI,,P,2. In the case under consideration the poles Pt,, and P2,, are 
infinitesimally close, which means that P2,, approaches Pt,, on a line p', making anangle 
~p~.t/2 with the side P.ttP12 of that pole triangle. Since also 

~pt4/2= ~P21Pt,tP,t2 = ~P31PI,,Pa,3 = 

q92.~/2 = .~P32P2.,P.,3 = .~P12P2`*P.,t = 

9~.t/2 = 4z Pt3P3.tP.,t = ~P23Ps`*P,,2 

it can be said that the straight line p'=Pt,,P`*2=P2`*P~3=Pz,P:,t=Pt,,P,~3=P2`*P,,t= 
P3.,P42. 

In the pole-triangle APt2P23P3t, the pole P23 approaches P12 along the f ixed polode, 
since P23 is the next-near rotation center in the sequence P12-P23-P3,,-P,s-. . . . . . . .  
(The polygon represented by these points approaches the fixed polode as long as the corres- 
ponding positions approach infinitesimally near to each other). 

From this it follows that the pole-tangent p=PtxP23. Since also ~P2tPtaPa2=cPt3/2 
approaches the value zero, it is to be seen that p=Pt2P23=PI3P32=P2tPt3.  

So p and p' are opposite sides in the three coinciding opposite-pole quadrilaterals 
[]PIzP23P3,~P,t, [-qP23P3tPt,P`*2 and E]PaIPt2P2,,P43. According to the notations of 
by B urmester, the opposite sides Pl 2P23 and P3,,P`*t intersect at 11t3 and so on. It thus follows 
that p and p' intersect at 11t3-1"I21=1132. Also according to Burmester the opposite 
sides P12P.,t and P23P3`* intersect at II2`*. Interchanging the positions I, 2 and 3 it follows 
that Pt2P,,t, P23P34, P23P`*2, P3tPt,,, P31P`*3 and PI2P24 all intersect at the point I I 2 , =  
FI34=l-lt` ,. But since all these sides are coinciding, the location of 1-I2,, on Pt2P,,t has to 
be found by another method. 

In the theory of four finitely separated positions a so-called pole curve is defined as the 
locus of those points at which two opposite sides from an opposite-pole quadrilateral 
subtend the same angle. It can be shown that such a curve is independent from the choice 
of the opposite-pole quadrilateral. It is known also that this curve is identical with the 
so-called center-point curve. Ifthe four positions X t,/(2, )(3 and X,, of a point Xof the  rigid 
body are lying on a circle, the locus of points X 1 for which such is the case, is called the circle- 
point curve of position 1. The locus of the corresponding centers X 0 of these circles is 
called the center-point curve. 

By kinematic inversion the center-point curve of position 1 becomes the circle-point 
curve and the circle-point curve of position 1 the center-point curve. So likewise the poles 
P12, P~t3, Pt3, p t`*, P~4 and Pt,, of the four positions of the fixed plane with respect to the 
initial position 1 of the moving plane define also a pole-curve which is identical with the 
circle-point curve of position 1. 

It can be shown that the center-point curve Co passes through the poles P~2, P23, Pat, 
Pt,,, P42 and P`*3 and also through the points 1-I12, I-I,3, Hat, Tit,, I1`* 2 and 11`.3- And in 
the same way that the circle-point curve ct'passes through the poles Pi2, Pt3, Pat, Pt,,, 
P,t 2 and P t  3 and also through the points Hi , ,  Fit3, 113tt, 11~,,, 1-I~2 and 11,t 3. (See Fig. 2). 
Finally it is known that both curves c o and c t are circular cubics. Now assuming, but also 
proved later on, that this final property is not affected by letting three positions approach 
infinitesimally near to each other, it is clear that in general any straight line intersects'co in 
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Figure 2. 

either three real points or in only one real point (the other two points being of complex 
nature in the last case). Let us now consider the straight line PtzP41. The three real points 
of intersection are P~ 2, P4t and 1-I2~ in the case under consideration. Take point Ct at P14, 
it then follows that C 3 = C2= C t =P~4= CA. So Co which is the center of curvature regard- 
ing the first three positions, is a point of the center-point curve Co. But Co, CI and P=Pz2 
are lying at the same path normal Pt2P14 as is known from curvature theory. The exact 

location of Co on P~ 2P~,~ may be found with the formula PC 2 = C1 Co.Ct Cw, which represents 
the relation of Euler-Savary. It is clear that no more than three intersections of  P~_,Pt~ with 
Co exist. Thus Co---H24=H34=HI4.  This establishes the exact location of I-I24 on Pt2Pt4. 

It is proved in the appendix of this paper that for finite separated positions the locus 
of points at which two opposite sides of the quadrilateral I'-IH 3 tP121-I2~P43 subtend the same 
"looking-angle" is identical with the pole-curve c o . Assuming this property holds if three 
out of four separated positions approach infinitesimally near to each other, it is clear that 
in the case under consideration I--11-I 3 tPt2II24P43 is more appropriate as a base for the con- 
struction of Co than the initial but folded opposite-pole quadrilateral F-qP~zP2aPa~P,~. 

The easiest way of drawing Co is using its property as focal-curve. The method is 
described by Burmester and noted by Beyer [8] in his book "The Kinematic Synthesis of 
Mechanisms". Thereby the focus Fo of c o is defined as the intersection of the tangents at 
the isotropic points of the curve. But it is known that the focus F 0 can be found also at the 
common intersection point of the circles circumscribed about the triangles: 

l I t  3P23P34, II13P2tP14, II24P12P23, II24P14P,~3, ~ 

1.12tP31pl 4, 1-12 tPa2P24, l-]3,tP23P31 ' l-i34P24p41 I,.f (A) 

I~32P12P24 , II32PI3P34., 1-114P31P12 and I-II4P34P42 j 

In the case under consideration not more than three of  these circles differ. They are: C t 
circumscribing Al'It3P23P34, C n touching p at P and going through 1"I24, and finally Cm 
touching p'  at P34 and also going through 1I2~. 

The three circles intersect at Fo*. 

* In the special case that A4B4 lies parallel to A iBl, it can be seen that the common intersection point of 
G, Cn and Cm coincides with the instantaneous pole P. Thus, if P14=P~, then Fo=P. And similar, if 
P=P~* then Fo=Pl4. 
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Another method of finding Fo is using theorem 2, which is proved in the appendix, and 
which states that the point Fo is isogonally coordinated to the asymptotic point of the 
pole curve Co with respect to any of the triangles mentioned under (A). 

Using this theorem, it is essential to find the asymptotic point of Co. This point, however, 
is the infinite point of the so-called focal axis, which line also plays an important part in the 
construction of the pole curve. 

As is known, the focal axis coincides with the connecting line of the midpoints of the 
diagonals of the opposite-pole quadrilateral. As stated before, the case under consideration 
makes it more appropriate to use the diagonals of the quadrilateral I'I3tPI2H2.~P43 instead 
of the ones from the initial opposite-pole quadrilateral. 

Thus the focal axis is the connecting-line of the mid-points of the line-segments 173 ~1-I 2 

and Pt2P3~. It is proved by Burmester that the points of the pole curve c o may be found by 
intersecting the members of a pencil of circles with the corresponding members of a pencil 
of rays. If the pencil of rays has the focal point Fo as base-point, the correspondence be- 
tween the two pencils is such that the ray through F 0 intersects the focal axis in the center 
of the corresponding circle. The latter then intersects the mentioned ray in two points of 
the curve. The radii of the corresponding circles will be found by finding the power axis (or 
the radical axis) of the pencil of circles. This can be done by drawing two members of the 
pencil, to be found by using two known points (for instance P~2, P~4, I-I31 or 1-I24 ) of the 
curve. 

If the base-points of the pencil of circles are real, and not coinciding, the curve, pro- 
duced by points lying on either side of the focal axis, consists of two branches, also lying 
on either side of the focal axis. The two branches do not meet, as long as two of the 
intersections of the focal axis with c o remain of complex nature, which is the case if the pencil 
of circles do not contain members with zero diameter. If, however, the base-points are of 
complex nature, two members exist with zero diameter, which causes the two produced 
parts of the curve to blend into each other at those places on the focal axis where the 
rays through F o touch the curve.* 

In order to derive the equation of the curve co, a co-ordinate system x-O-y of reference 
will be chosen in such a way that the origin 0 coincides with P, the x-axis with the pole- 
tangent and the inflection pole W(0, 6) lies on the positive half of the y-axis (see Fig. 3). 

Y 
,W(o.6) 

O--P 

Figure 3. 

Now, if D O is a point of the center-point curve c o, it is also a center of curvature to the 
point DI = D2 = D3 of the path and the corresponding circle of osculation passes through 
the position D ,  of the moving point D according to the definition of the center-point curve 
in the case under consideration. It then follows from the definition of  Pa4, that P3,Do is 

* In the special case that the base-points are coinciding, only one member with zero diameter exists. 
The curve will then have a double-point at this place, making the cubic single-branched. 
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the perpendicular bisector of the line D3D ~, while at the same time making an angle of 
~3.~/2 with the straight-line D3P3~. If D3P3~ and P3~Do are making angles of 0 and t~ with 
the x-axis, respectively, it can be seen that q~3.~/2=~-0. Thus 

y o - b  b - y  

tan~03,/2_ t a n ¢ - t a n 0  _ x o - a  a - x  (1) 
l + t a n ¢ . t a n 0  l-~ Y ° - b . b - Y  

X o - - a  a ~ x  

where the co-ordinates of P34 are a and b respectively. 

The co-ordinate transformation from point D l of the path into the center of curvature 
Do (and vice versa), due to the quadratic relationship of Euler-Savary, will be represented 
by the relations: 

and 

Oxy 1 Xo= x2 q_ y2 6), 

= oY 2 | 
Yo X2-~ y2 -- (~y J 

6x°Y° 1 
X - -  2 2 

Xo + Yo + 6Yo 

y -  
xo + 

(2) 

(3) 

Substituting the expressions for x and y into (1), the equation of the center-point curve will 
be obtained : 

(Yo- b){a(x~ + y~ + 6yo)- 6XoYo} - (x o - a){b(x2o + Yo + 6Yo)- 6y~} 
"~ 2 "~ 2 = tan(~p 34/2) [(Xo - a) {a (x5 +)'o + 6)'0) - &%Yo } + (Yo - b) { b(x?) + Yo + 6Yo) 

--6yo} ] . . . ( C o ) . . .  (4) 

This, indeed, is the equation of a cubic going through the two isotropic points* of the 
plane. It is therefore a circular curve of the third degree. Defining the value 2 by 

) ._x~+y2+fyo 

6y0 

and m34 by 

m 3 4 =  tan (~o3,J2) 

(4) becomes 

m34(x ~ + yg) + (b - am34)x o- (a  + bm34)y o - 2{(b + am34)x o - (a - bm3~)y o 
- m 3 , ( a  2 + b z)}  = 0 (6) 

* Note: The isotropic points are the two common points of all circles of the plane. 
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Introducing the expressions 

and 

C v =- m 3.dx o + Yo) + (b - am3,~)x o - (a + bm3.0y o = 0 

Lu=(b+arn3. , )Xo-(a-bm34)yo-m3. ,(aZ + b2)=O 

Cry - Xo + Yo + 6yo = 0 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

the equation of the center-point curve c o will be given by the parametric representation 

Cw-26Y°=O t (Co) 

Cv - 2 L v = 0  

(Io) 

(11) 

Equation (7) is the equation of a circle C v passing through the origin P12 and touching 
p' at P3 ~. 

Equation (8) represents p' and, finally, (9) is nothing else than the equation of the so- 
called return circle Cw, which is the image of the inflection circle Cw reflected in the pole 
tangent. Thus family (10) represents a pencil of circles, of which all members are touching 
the pole tangent p at Pt 2. The family (11) also represents a pencil of circles; but the members 
of this family are touching p' at P34. 

The radius ra of any member of the family (1 i) has the value 

,'~. =½(I - ).)x/'(1 + m ~'~)(a 2 + b 2) (12) 

The radius Rx of the corresponding circle of the family (10) then has the value 

R~=(1-2)612. (13) 

Because of the last two equations it becomes possible to draw two corresponding 
circles of the pencils for any value of 2. The intersections of two corresponding circles are 
points of the center-point curve Co, at the same time providing the designer with another 
construction of this curve. 

If 2= + 1 the two corresponding circles are circles with zero radii and located at P34 
and PI 2, respectively. If on the other hand 2=  0, the corresponding circles become Cv and 
the return circle Cw, which have intersection points in P~2 and Bali's point L7o of the in- 
verse motion. 

Eliminating 2 from the equations (10) and (1 I), another expression for Co is obtained: 

Cw • L u -  Cv . 6)'o = 0 (14) 

The intersections of the return circle with the curve Co can be found by combining 
(14) and (9). This leads to the two coincident intersections of Cw and the pole tangent 
(Yo = 0), and also to the intersections U o and P~ 2 of Cry and Ce. Thus there are three co- 
incident intersections of Co with the return circle at P12. Since Px2 is not a double-point of 
Co, the radius of curvature of co at P12 is the same as the one of the return circle. So the 
return circle is coinciding with the osculation circle of the center-point curve at P~2. (The 
same result can be proved by direct calculation). It also follows from (14) that p and p' 
are tangents to the curve at Pt2 and P34 respectively. 
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The equation of the circle-point curve c~ will be obtained by substituting the expressions 
(2) for x o and Yo in (1). The same result will be achieved if in (4) the coordinates x o and Yo 
are replaced by x and y, respectively, and if at the same time the values of 6 and - d  and 
also m3~ and -m3~ will be interchanged. Therefore the equation of the circle point curve 
ct becomes 

C w . L v - C v . r y = O  (ct) 

where 

Cv - ms 4(X 2 + y2) __ ( b  + am 34)x + ( a -  bm 34)Y = 0 

represents the equation of a circle touching a line p~, at Pt  4 = P3,~ and going through P~ 2 = P, 
and 

L v =- (b - am s ~ ) x -  (a + brn 34)Y + m~ 4(a 2 + b z) = 0 

represents the equation of the line p~,, which is the image of  p' relative to Pt 2pt , t - -P t  2P34 • 

Moreover 

Cw =_x2 + y Z - 6 y = O  

represents the equation of the inflection circle Cw. It may be clear that the curve c, is 
touching p~, at Pt  4 and has the inflection circle Cw as its osculation circle at point PI2 
of the curve. The intersection point U t of Cw and c~, not coinciding with Pt2, is identical 
with the intersection point Ut of Cw and Cv. It is an inflection point of the path described 
by the moving point U of which the co-ordinated position U4 lies on the inflection- 
tangent through U~. (If position 4 comes infinitesimally near to position 3, such a point 
would become the so-called Bali's point of the instantaneous circling point curve). It is 
this point U t which certainly will be of some interest to the designer. 

The construction of the circle-point curve ct based on its focal properties requires the 
location of the points l 'I~, P12, l'I,t4 and P,t 3. Generally, the so-called image poles Pt23, P ~  
and Pzt4 are the images of the respective poles P23, P34 and P2~ relative to the sides P2LP t 3, 
PsIP14 and P21P14 respectively. In the case under consideration it follows that P3t~ = p t  
=Ps4=P2a=PI4 and similarly Pt2s=Pz3=Pat=P12. Moreover, the sides P12Pzt3 and 
P~4P41 of the opposite-pole quadrilateral PI2Pt23P~4P41 are represented by p and p~,, 
respectively. Thus p and p~, intersect at 1-I~3. Now consider the straight-line P t , P t  3. The 
three real points of  intersection of P~2Pt3 with c~, are P~ 2, P,t3 and l'It4. Since P,~3 = P43 is 
a point of Co, we can take point E o at P,t 3. Thus El, coordinated to Eo, must lie at cl. On 
the other hand this co-ordination is represented by the equation of  Euler-Savary. So the 

relation PE~=E1E o .ErE ~ holds and E 1 can be found on the path normal PEo. Since c~ 
is also of the third degree, no more than three intersections exist of  P~2P4t3 with ct. Thus 
YI2t4=E1. Having established all vertices of the quadrilateral ~ t t l-]rI31P12rI2~P4~ the con- 
struction of  c~ can be clone in a similar way as the construction of c o based on the quadri- 
lateral I'Ia tP12I'I24P43. 

2. I The special case with Ps 4 on the pole tangent p. 

In this case 1-I31 coincides with P4a while II24 coincides with P12, since C 1 =P3, t=P4I  
on p is then co-ordinated to point Co=P=P~2 . (See Fig. 4). Notwithstanding, it 
remains possible to establish the focal axis and the focal point F 0 in this case. The asymptotic 
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direction of Co, for instance, coincides with the path-normal PUI, since Uo = U~ °. (See Fig. 5) 
And the point Ul can be easily found as the intersection point of the circle Cu and the 

inflection circle Cw. Thus the focal axis of Co, which passes through the mid-point of PP34, 

\~uo = . 'i' \ ~  ~ "  -- -I"-i-~--~ , ., / 

~ NI, '~ \ ' \  ~ ' / /  Cu Cw 

...... 

/I/'/ / 
/ .' 

, i 
Figure 5. 

is parallel to the path-normal PUt. Theorem 2 of the appendix states that the focus Fo is 
iso#onally co-ordinated to the asymptotic point U~ of c o with respect to, for instance, 
the triangle HiaP23Pa,~. Moreover, it is known that the line at infinity is isogonally co- 
ordinated to a circle circumscribed about the fundamental triangle, used as the basic triangle 
in the isogonai transformation. Thus Fo is lying on a circle circumscribed about 
Al'I 1 uP2 3P3 4.  
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Since Co is touching p' at P3a=FI3~, the line joining points P3-~ and I-I31 of C O is 
represented by p'. Therefore the circle circumscribed about kl-I ~ 3 P23 P3 -~ coincides with the 
circle CtT, which touches p' at P3.t and goes through Pz3---P. Consequently, V o is lying 
on C¢ in this case. 

The isogonal transformation co-ordinates the points lying on a straight line through one 
of the vertices of the basic triangle into another line which is the image of the initial line 
relative to the bisector of the mentioned vertex of the triangle. In the case under considera- 
tion the bisector of the vertex P23 of AP23P341-lt3 coincides with the pole tangent p. Since 
also Fo is isogonally co-ordinated to U~, the focus F 0 lies on the image of P23U~ 
relative to the pole tangent. Thus F 0 coincides with the image of U 1 relative to the pole 
tangent p. The knowledge of the exact location of the focus V 0 and of the focal axis fo 
obtained in this way makes it possible to produce the points of the center-point curve c o . 

In the same way it is to be seen that the focus F of the circle-point curve c t coincides 
with Ux, which is the image of Fo relative to p. It appears also that the focal ax i s f  isthe 
image offo  relative to p and furthermore, that p~, and p', making an angle of q934, also are 
each other's image. Therefore both curves c~ and c o, co-ordinated through the relation 
of Euler-Savary, are the image of each other relative to the pole tangent p. 

If the fourth position comes infinitesimally near to the third one and in such a way that 
this happens to remain in accordance with the continuous movement of the rigid body, 
this is only possible if P34 approaches P12=P23 on the pole tangent p. 

Up to the very last moment of coincidence, however, the inflection circle serves as the 
osculation circle of curve c~ at P~ 2 =P23 and F = Ut. Since it is known that the instantaneous 
circling-point curve, which can be defined as the limit curve of ct, generally, has another 
osculation circle at the instantaneous pole P and also has a Bali's point U which does not 
coincide with the instantaneous focus F, it is clear that at the moment of coincidence an 
abrupt change appears in the curvature-radius of the curve at P. The same can be said 
about the location of "Bali's point" Ut'-+ U and of the focal point of the curve. 

The abrupt change in the curvature-radius is due to the fact that at the moment of 
coincidence the curve cl obtains a double point at P and the curve at this point suddenly 
takes on another form of continuity. 

2.2 The degenerated case where P34 lies on the inflection circle and 1"I13--+I'Ii~3. 

In this special case the co-ordination of the point of path C~ = C 2 = C 3 =P34 = C4 with 
the center point Co is such that Co~C~. Since I-I24=C o, we have the case in which both 
points 177' 3 and 1-I~4 lie at different points on the line at infinity. Since the circular cubic Co, 
generally, intersects this line only at the asymptotic point of c o and at the two isotropic 
points I and J, another point of intersection means the line at infinity becomes part of the 
cubic. Therefore the cubic degenerates into the infinity line and into a remaining part which 
must be a conic (see Fig. 6). Since the conic has at least one asymptote, the conic is a 
hyperbola. The opposite pole quadrilateral Pt2P23P34P41 may be regarded as a degenerate 
parallelogram since Ht3~FIT'3 and 1"I24--+I-I2~. In addition, it is known that if the opposite 
pole quadrilateral becomes a parallelogram, the center-point curve will be an orthogonal 

hyperbola in the finite part of the plane. In this special case, the mid-point of P12P3,, 
becomes the intersection point of the two existing asymptotes of the hyperbola. These are 
the bisectors of the two lines which pass through this intersection point and lie parallel to the 
pole tangent and PI2P34. Since also the tangents at P,2 and P34 are known, it is easy to 
find a construction for this hyperbola--for  instance, by drawing a pencil of rays through 
P12 and another one through P3,$ and finding the second intersection of each ray with the 
hyperbola. Each ray then intersects the asymptotes in points lying at equal distances from 
the respective intersection points of the ray with the hyperbola. 
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Next, it will be shown that the corresponding curve c, is degenerated into a circle and 
into a straight line. Since l~t3...+rI~3 the tangent p'  to c o is parallel to the pole tangent p. It 
then follows that the tangent p,', to c t is also a tangent to the inflection circle Cw. (See Fig. 7). 

t t Therefore AP t zPa+l-[t 3 is an isosceles triangle. Moreover, since E 0 = P3+ = pt+ = p+ t = Ew 

and P E i = E t E  o. EtEw, we derive that Et = t i t +  coincides with the mid-point of  Pt2Pt+. 
Thus t t I-lt3FIz+=f, the focal-axis of c t. 
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The focal-point F is isogonally co-ordinated to the infinite point of  f with respect to 
AI-I~3Pt2P+I. Therefore F coincides with the center of  the inflection circle in this case. 
Since a[sofpasses  through this point, the focal-point lies on the focal axis. The construction 
of c~, based on its focal properties, then yields the inflection circle Cw and.the focal axis 
f a s  two parts of  the circular cubic c t. It  may now be clear that the inflection circle Cw is 
co-ordinated to the infinite part  of c o, while the focal axis f is co-ordinated to both parts 
of  the orthogonal hyperbola. 

The curve ct has two double-points, coinciding with the centers of the two inscribed 
circles of  r-qII~ apt2H2t4P4t. (Each circle touches Pta2P4t at H~t+, otherwise neither of  the two 
bisectors at the vertex l-I2t~ of  the quadrilateral should pass through the center of  such an 
inscribed circle). 
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Since the inflection circle coincides with a branch of cl, each point of Cw may be regarded 
as a Bali's point C'~. So there is an infinite number of such points in this case. 

2.3 The case where P3.* lies on the return circle and l"I13-"'*l"I[ 3 1  I~. 
In this case Eo=P3~t is co-ordinated to E~ FI~. Thus ~ t  ~,t~ and ~ t  ,-,t~ = l I t 3 - " *  I L l 3  - . . 

The cubic c~ degenerates into the line at infinity and into an orthogonal hyperbola. The hyper- 
bola osculates the inflection circle at Ptz and intersects the same circle at Bali's point 
Ut, which is to be found in a direction parallel to the focal axisJo of c 0. The center-point 
curve c o degenerates into the return circle and into the focal axis f0 = 1-I ~ 317, ~ passing through 
the center I- 0 of  the return circle. 

rrt Dt l-i t D has an inscribed circle. 2.4 The special case where f-l ,- t3-32 2~-4t 

It must be stated beforehand that an opposite-vertex quadrilateral has an inscribed 
circle if and only if the bisectors at the four vertices all pass through one point, which is the 
center of  the inscribed circle. Since the sides t t t P32172~ and lie along the 17 2 4 P4 t same 
straight-line Pt3P.,t, the inscribed circle has to touch this line at Fit4. (See Fig. 8a). 

~ C o - r l 2 ~ - -  -. ,. ,. 

/p' ,P,~ --. 

Figure 8a. 

It can be seen that from the center M of this inscribed circle two opposite sides, for 

t "t instance the sides P4tFIt4 and rlt3P32, subtend the same angle. Thus M is a point of  c t. 
The "oppos i te"  point of  M coincides with the isogonaily co-ordinated point of M with respect 

I l to ArIt3P23P4t. Since M also coincides with the intersection point of  the bisectors of the 
vertices of  AFIl3P~3Pat, the point M is isogonally co-ordinated to itself. Thus the opposite 
points M of the opposite-vertex quadrilateral P41Mpt2M are coincident. This quadrilateral 
can be used as a base for the construction of  ct, as in fact any opposite-vertex quadrilateral 

can be used. Therefore c~ is the locus of  those points at which the opposite sides P4tM and 

MP~2 subtend the sameangle. (It then follows that the focal a x i s f  goes through M and also 

the midpoint of  P~zP4t.) Each point of  c~ can be found by intersecting a member of a pencil 
of  circles (base points P4t and M) with a co-ordinated member of  another pencil of  circles 
(base points M and P3~2). Any pair of  co-ordinated members intersect at M and at another 
point of  c~. Each time only one point of  ct is produced. Thus ct is unicursal. I f  the two 
intersection points should coincide at M, the two co-ordinated members touch at M and 
the common tangent is also a tangent to q .  The co-ordination of any two co-ordinated 
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members  is such tha t  P4tM and  MP~z subtend the same angle at  the co-ord ina ted  centers 
o f  these members .  Therefore  the c o m m o n  tangen t  coincides with one of  the two bisectors 
at  the vertex M of  AMpt2p4 t  . The two bisectors are perpendicu la r  to each other.  Thus 
the touching  o f  two co-ord ina ted  members  occurs  twice. Thus the curve c I has a double- 
point at M with perpendicu la r  tangents  to the curve at  M, 

The  curve Co can be ob ta ined  f rom c~ th rough  the quadra t i c  re la t ionship  of  Eu le r -  
Savary.  Genera l ly ,  such a t r ans fo rma t ion  t rans forms  a double  poin t  in to  another  one. 
Therefore,  it becomes clear tha t  [- 'll 'It3P32I'I2,,P4t also has an inscr ibed circle, touching 
P32Pa~ at FI24. Thus  c o has a doub le -po in t  Mo with perpendicu la r  tangents  to the curve 

at M o. 
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Appendix 
T h e o r e m  1 The pole curve based 0it an opposite rertex quadrilateral with alternating P and 

17 vertices, is #./entical to the pole ctlrve based opz an opposite pole quadrilateral. 

ProoJ: The pole curve p is defined as the locus of points at which two opposite sides of, lot instance, 
~_PI2P23P34,P41 subtend equal angles. On the other hand the pole curve r,p will be defined as the !ocus ot 
points at which two opposite sides of ~ r l 3 l P t  21]2.:P43 sub:end equal angle~. (See Fig. 9). 

~fq2t. 

P4t o 

F i g u r e  9.  

The vertices FI3~, Pt2, 1-1.,4 and P43 of L.~I-13tPI21-124P43 lie on p as well as on rcp. At the poles PI4 
and P23 the two opposite sides of []i'131PI2rI24P43 do subtend equal angles. Therefore Pt4 and P23 are 
points of rip. They are also points of p, so they belong to both curves. 

As is known, both curves r:.p and p are circular cubics. So the two isotropic points I and J are also 
common points of rip and p. Moreover, as Pt 2 is a vertex of both quadrilaterats, therefore both 112'.,P3., 
and Pi 21-131 and also P41P34 and Pt 2P'23 subtend equal angles at PI2. This yields a construction for the tan- 
gent t,,p atP~ 2 to r,p and also a construction for the tangent tp at Pt 2 to p. As can be seen from Fig. 9 t~u =tp. 
In the same way it can be proved that the tangents at P34 to rtp and to p coincide. Therefore the points P~ z and 
P34 have to be counted twice if we try to establish the number of common points of rtp and p. It is now proved 
already that both curves at least have 10 points in common. Since both curves are cubics and they, generally, 
have no more than 3 .3=9 points in common, both curves must be identical. Thus np=p. 

It is already known that any of the three opposite-pole quadrilaterals PI2P23P34P41, P23P31PI4P42 
and P3tPt,_Pz4P43 may be used for obtaining the pole curve p. 

Thus the same is true for the opposite vertex quadrilaterals II31PI21-124P43, II23P3tl"[14P42 and 
l-I3aPt21"124P43. They all produce the same pole curve p. 

F r o m  th i s  p r o o f  it m a y  be c lea r ,  t h a t  a lso  the  q u a d r i l a t e r a l s  Ptzl3t3Pt3,,P,~l, 
t t i-1 t3p3 t I-[ l pt 1 t t pz3P3tPt,P42 ' P3tPlzp~.,p~3, t t t a n d  l"I 3 t P 12 I-[ 2,,t P43, 14 42 l I  3 t PI  2 I-[ 2,,P43 

p r o d u c e  the  s a m e  po l e  c u r v e  p t ,  w h i c h  is i den t i ca l  to the  c i r c l e - p o i n t  curve .  

T h e o r e m  2 The Jocus oJ" the pole-curve p is isogonally co-ordinated to the asymptotic 
point oJ'p with respect to any of  the following triangles 

I-I t 3P23P3 4, 1"I13P2 tP14,  rI2~.Pt 2P23, rI24PI4P.~3, 

I-I2 lP3 tP l  4, [-12 t P32P2 a., l-I3~P23P3 i, I-I3,P2 a.P~ t 

1-I32Pt,.P24, l - I32Pt3P3 , ,  1-lt,~P3tP12 a n d  l-It,P3.tP,,2. 

Proof. (See Fig. 10). Four separated positions determine six poles. However, if, regarding these posi 
tions, nothing more is given than the location of the poles P t 2,P:, 3, P3 * and P4 t, the pole P t 3 may be chosen 
anywhere on the pole curve p, determined by rTPt2P23P34P41. By doing this, the location of the opposite 

/~I"124 
\ too /' \g~ 

n~3 ~2 ~3 
F i g u r e  1 0 .  
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pole Pz.* becomes fixed on p at the same time. Since Fit3 lies on p, .~Ptzl-lt3Pz4=<Pt3H13P34 = 
'~ P 13 H t 3 P l 4. Thus t he opposite poles P I 3 and Pz 4 lie on isogonally co-ordinated straight lines going through 
the vertex 1"I 13 of the basic triangle 1-I13PI 2Pl 4. Also the opposite sides Pt 3P34 and Pl 2P2.~ of -"Pi 2P24P43P3t 
subtend equal angles at PI 4. 

Therefore ~ P3 tPx 4P43 = "~ P2 IPl 4P42. 
Thus the opposite poles Pl3 and P24 also lie on isogonally co-ordinated straight lines going through the 

vertex P t4  of the basic triangle I-ll3PizPt 4. It follows then that P l3 and P.,~ are isogonally co-ordinated 
points with respect to Allrt3Pt2Pl4. Since Pt3 has been taken arbitrarily on the pole curve, it follows im- 
mediately that the isogonalty co-ordinated point of any point of the pole curve p lies on p. 

On the other hand, the focus Fo of p may be defined as the common intersection point of the circles 
circumscribed about the triangles l I i3Pt2Pt  4, Fl13P23P34, lI24P32PI2 and II24P34Pl 4. Moreover, the circle 
circumscribed about the basic triangle Fit 3PI.2PI 4 is isogonaliy co-ordinated to the line at infinity. Since Fo 
is a point of p, it is isogonally co-ordinated to another point of p, which also is a point of the infinity line. 
Therefore the focus Fo is isogonally co-ordinated to the asymptotic point of p with respect to Al-It 3PI 2PI 4. 

Finally, it should be clear that the proof holds also for any other triangle mentioned in the Theorem. 
Thus the theorem is proved. 


